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Abstract. A new single electron (SE) binary-decision diagram (BDD) node device having a single quantum dot connected to three nanowire branches through tunnel barriers was fabricated using etched AlGaAs/GaAs nanowires and nanometer-sized Schottky wrap gates (WPGs), and their operation was characterized experimentally, for the hexagonal BDD quantum circuit. Fabricated devices showed clear and steep single electron pass switching by applying only an input voltage signal, which was completely different from switching properties in the previous SE BDD node devices composed of two single electron switches. As the possible switching mechanism, the correlation between the probabilities of tunnelling thorough a single quantum dot in exit branches was discussed.

1. Introduction

Intensive efforts have been made to realize ultra-low-power and ultra-high-density logic LSIs using quantum nanodevices such as single electron transistors (SETs). However, it is very difficult to implement the conventional logic gate architecture, which is used in the present LSIs, with quantum nanodevices due to small gain, small current drive, and poor threshold voltage control. To overcome these problems, we have proposed a hexagonal binary decision diagram (BDD) quantum circuit architecture [1,2] and have fabricated various digital circuits, mainly utilizing quantum wire (QWR) based switches [3].

In this paper, we investigate basic properties of a new GaAs single electron (SE) BDD node device having a single quantum dot as a possible key node device for the hexagonal BDD quantum logic LSIs.

2. Concept of hexagonal BDD quantum circuits and single electron node device

The basic concept of the hexagonal BDD quantum circuit is shown in figure 1. The logic architecture of the circuit is the binary-decision diagram, BDD, where a logic function is represented by a directed graph [4,5]. The graph has a root, terminal-1, terminal-0, and node devices. A node device has one entry and two exit branches and its function is to select one of the exit branches for an information messenger coming from the entry branch, according to logic input, 0 or 1. The hexagonal layout of the graph enables high-density integration of the node devices. As shown in figure 1, the circuit does not include direct input-output connection, then voltage gain and large current drivability of the node...
devices are not required. Here, for low power operation of the circuit with low current, a single or a few electrons are used as the messenger, and they are controlled precisely utilizing SE transport.

To realize SE-based hexagonal BDD circuits, a new SE node device, which is called as a node-switch-type device, was investigated. Its schematic illustration is shown in figure 2(a). The basic structure has been already proposed [2]. In this study, its operation was characterized in more detail. The device has three nanowire-branches with a quantum dot (QD) at their junction node. The QD is isolated from each branch by a tunnel barrier formed by a nanometer-sized wrap gate (WPG) as shown in figure 2(b). Basically, for path switching, complimentary gate voltages are applied to WPGs on the two exit branches, keeping the entry WPG voltage constant. As compared with a previous SE node device having two single electron switches at each branch, called a branch-switch-type device, the present node-switch-type device has simpler and more sophisticated structure. Here, T-junction structure was used instead of Y-junction for simplicity of fabrication and operation.

3. Experimental
The WPG-based SE BDD node device was fabricated on a T-branch GaAs nanowire structure formed on an AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure wafer using electron beam (EB) lithography and wet chemical etching. After formation of Ge/Au/Ni Ohmic contacts for roots and terminals, 110 nm-length Cr/Au Schottky wrap gates were formed by the EB lithography, metal deposition and lift-off process. Conductance through each exit branch and path switching characteristics of the fabricated device was measured at 1.6 K.

4. Result and discussion
A secondary electron microscope (SEM) image of a fabricated SE node device is shown in figure 3. Each WPG-controlled nanowire branch operated as a conventional field effect transistor (FET) with good gate control characteristics from 1.6 K to room temperature. At 1.6 K, each exit branch showed clear conductance oscillation as shown in figures 4 with the measurement setup shown in the top of the figure. In these measurements, only the WPG voltage on the exit branch was swept with keeping the other WPG voltages constant. The conductance oscillations maintained up to 20 K. The temperature dependence of the width and height of the conductance oscillation peaks indicated that the transport is controlled by the single-electron resonant tunnelling [5].

Figure 1. Basic concept of hexagonal BDD quantum circuit.
Figure 2. (a) Design of node-switch-type BDD SE node device and (b) WPG structure.

Figure 3. An SEM image of a fabricated SE node device. W = 630 nm, L = 110 nm, d = 1100nm.
Figure 5 shows the path switching characteristic of the fabricated device at 1.6 K with its measurement circuit. Here, both exit branch currents are plotted as a function of 1-branch WPG voltage, $V_{G1}$. It was found that the path of the current switched with keeping conductance oscillations, which confirmed that single electron path switching took place in this device. The notable characteristic is that the path switching occurred by sweeping only $V_{G1}$, even when the entry and 0-branch WPG voltages, $V_{G0}$ and $V_{Genry}$, respectively, were fixed. This operation is completely different from that in the branch-switch-type SE and QWR node devices where two complementary-input voltages were required for path switching [3]. In addition, the path switching took place only once by changing $V_{G0}$ as indicated by an arrow in figure 5, which is also different from the operation in the SE node devices utilizing phase shift of conductance oscillations in two SE switches on exit branches [7]. Furthermore, the slope of the current-voltage curves around the cross point in this switching was steeper than that expected from the curves for single-path conductance measurements in figure 4. For example, in figure 4, the voltage difference between conductance peak and valley, $\Delta V$, was 0.26 V, although $\Delta V$ at the current cross point in figure 5 was 0.19 V.

Path switching characteristics were also measured by changing the entry WPG voltage, $V_{Genry}$, and results are shown in figure 6. With decreasing $V_{Genry}$, the 0-branch current-voltage curve was shifted toward positive, although the 1-branch current hardly shifted. It was also found that the voltage at current cross point kept almost constant, even changing $V_{Genry}$ from -0.2 V to -0.8 V. We also measured path switching characteristics by changing the 0-branch WPG voltage, $V_{G0}$, and in this case the current cross point was shifted toward positive slightly by decrease of $V_{G0}$. Then, the entry and exit branch WPGs were found to play different roles in this device.

The path switching mechanism in the present device seems complicated as compared with those in the other-type SE node devices. One of possible mechanisms for the observed unique path switching properties is that WPGs on exit branches change not only an individual tunnel barrier height and width, but also the distribution of electron wave functions in the dot that also affect on the tunnel barriers.
each other. Hereby, the conductances in the exit branches have non-classical correlation, where the currents are determined by the Kirchhoff’s law for individual tunnel resistance values.

The entry WPG voltage should change the dot size and potential, then the both exit conductance oscillations seem to be shifted by $V_{Gentry}$. However, experimental results showed that the current cross point voltage hardly depended on $V_{Gentry}$. This indicates that the path switching is controlled mostly by the balance between the tunneling probabilities in the two exit branches.

The steep path switching in the present node-switch-type device as shown in figure 5 also cannot be explained by the change of individual tunnel probability on each exit branch. Taking into account that all branches are connected to the same dot, the WPG voltage at the exit branch affects the whole SE transport in this system. If the 1-branch WPG voltage becomes negative, the electron distribution in the dot should skew to the 0-branch side, as well as increasing the 1-branch tunneling barrier height and width. Then, the tunneling probability in the 0-branch increases at the same time, even when only the 1-branch WPG is swept. In such manner, sharing the single dot in this device seems to bring non-classical correlation of the transport between the two exit branches, which is never seen in the branch-switch-type device. Although further investigation is necessary to completely understand this interesting switching mechanism, from the viewpoint of the steep path switching characteristic shows a good prospect for a new low-power switching operation of the present SE node device.

5. Conclusion
The new SE BDD node device having a single quantum dot connected to three nanowire branches through tunnel barriers was fabricated using etched AlGaAs/GaAs nanowires and nanometer-sized WPGs and their operation was characterized experimentally, for a hexagonal BDD quantum circuit. Fabricated devices showed clear and steep single electron pass switching by applying only an input voltage signal, which was completely different from switching properties in the previous SE BDD node devices composed of two single electron switches. As the possible switching mechanism, the correlation between the tunnel probabilities in exit branches through a single quantum dot was discussed.
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